
X P C  T O K E N

All token holders are entitled to Dividends 
from our Casino and Adventure games as well as ViRiDiforex. 

 
The dividend is called Micro Payments and is 

given once a week. 
 

The Micro payouts to the Token holders partially come the
House's share (Rake) of the casino games but also from
advertising revenue, licensing and transaction fee from

ViRiDiforex.
 
 

The Rake generates 6%  
(4% Micro Payment and 2% administration)  

 
Forex transaction generates 5% 

(3% Micro Payment and 2% administration)
 
 

To guarantee that the value of an XPC token is always € 1 
(minus a transaction fee) it can only be sold back to the system 

when someone when somebody puts in a buy order. 
This means that the value can never fall.

 
The XPC token is not a blockchain token and 

its been trading within the company. 
Hence we can guarantee its value. 

 
 

The XPC token is available in 3 formats

L I T E ,  P R E M I U M  &  I N V E S T

The Lite (game) token is traded for € 0.50  and has a wagering requirement in the games.
It can be sold back to the system for € 1. 
Total Lite token 5 000 000 000.
The return on this Token is 10% Micro Payments.

The Premium token is eligible for € 1.
Total Premium token 3 000 000 000.
The Premium is eligible for 15% of Micro Payments.

The Invest token is Traded for € 0.90.
It is frozen for 12 months and can then be sold back to the system for € 1.
The token can be used for betting during the 12 months.
Total Invest token 2 000 000 000.
The Invest token is eligible for 75% micro payments.

www.exerglobal.com

 

NOTE! Token used in active games or belonging to
unregistered owners are exempt dividends.


